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Background: Enhanced dispersion of repolarization (DOR) in LQT2 and abnormalities of intracellular Ca2+ (Cai) have been proposed as 
arrhythmogenic mechanism of Torsade de Pointes (TdP). However, the interplay and relative roles of DOR and SH of Cai is not understood.
Methods: Simultaneous optical maps of membrane voltage (Vm) and Cai were recorded from the anterior surface of Langendorff rabbit hearts 
(n=7) paced at 50 bpm after AV node ablation. After perfusion with normal Tyrode (baseline; B), LQT2 was induced by adding dofetilide (0.5 μM) 
and reducing K+ (2 mM). Standard deviation of Vm and Cai signal amplitude was calculated in each 100x100 pixel frame and averaged over 
repolarization time-interval (from 100 ms after action potential upstroke to APD80). SH was calculated from paced beats as natural logarithm of this 
average at B and during LQT2.
Results: Irregular regions of elevated Cai (~2x3 mm) appeared during phase 2 and 3 of action potential (Fig). During LQT2, SH of Cai exceeded 
SH of Vm in all hearts (-3.28±0.45 vs -3.55±0.41; p<0.01), although high Cai correlated with high Vm. At B, SH of Vm and Cai were similar and 
significantly lower than during LQT2. 
Conclusions:  SH of Cai transient during LQT2 exceeds SH of Vm. Regions of elevated Cai exhibit complex oscillations on 
a mm scale. SH of Cai may reflect intrinsic regional differences of Cai handling mechanisms accentuated by repolarization-
delay of LQT2 rather than follow SH of Vm. Instead, SH of Cai appears to enhance SH of Vm, elevate DOR and facilitate TdP. 
